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6. Conclusion and Future Work 

Although the Java virtual machine has a built-in garbage collector running in the background, 

memory leaks still occur in Java programs. The leaks are live yet useless objects which persist 

because there are still some active (live) objects retaining unwanted references to them. In this 

paper we have presented an aspect-based tool called FindLeaks, which employs AspectJ’s 

code instrumentation facility to collect memory consumption statistics and object references 

created during a program’s execution and analyzes them for locating memory leaks. 

Compared to previous works, there are two distinguished features of FindLeaks. First, it 

provides a rich set of precise statistics about object construction and object destruction for 

each monitored class, not just the number of live objects. Second, it reports not only suspected 

classes of leaked objects but also where in the source the unwanted references were created. 

Such critical information will definitely provide the programmers with great assistance in 

fixing the leaks. 

We have successfully applied FindLeaks to locate the memory leaks of a few Java open 

source programs. During our evaluation experiments, we also measured the time and space 

overheads of FindLeaks and identified ways to lower the overheads. Specifically, the 

enhanced version of FindLeaks supports a finer grained control over the scale and scope of 

aspect instrumentation so that the overheads incurred can be better controlled. 

Besides conducting more experiments on various Java programs, our plan for future 

work of FindLeaks include the following tasks. First, during the experiment on RSSOwl, we 
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found that we must further enhance the pointcuts of AspectJ to make FindLeaks more useful. 

Specifically, the field set pointcut of AspectJ does not include array element assignments, 

such as ―anArray[i] = tableObj;‖. But, as the RSSOwl example shows, we need to 

log objects set to an array element to locate the unwanted references in some situations. 

Therefore, we plan to include another AspectJ weaver in FindLeaks for future experiments, 

which implemented an extension of the field access pointcut to arrays [7] using the 

AspectBecnch compiler, abc, [14] for AspectJ. Second, we shall develop more visual aids, 

such as an object reference graph for a group of classes, to display the information captured 

by the object hash table. 


